We consider the singular system -(P(t)u'>' + Q(t>u = AR(t)u. We give boundary conditions corresponding to the weak formulation, density results and conditions under which the set of eigenfunctions is total and orthogonal.
Introduction
Many papers are devoted to the spectral problem
-(p(t)u'>'+q(t)u =Ar(t)u (1.1)
on an open interval I not necessarily bounded. The classical special functions, Hermite, Laguerre and Bessel functions, Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials are solutions of (1.1). There are two main problems. The first one is to define appropriate boundary conditions (see [6, [10] [11] [12] [13] 15, 20] ). The second is to show that the corresponding set of eigenfunctions is total (see [4, Vol. 5 (French) , Vol. 3 (English)], [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 18, 20, 21] ). For the first problem, it is often difficult to find the boundary conditions of a singular Sturm-Liouville problem. The criterium of Weyl (see, for example, [3] ) is not always directly applicable. In [6, 12, 13, 15] , boundary conditions are given. But these conditions depend on an unknown function U. For other related problems, such as the relations between the boundary conditions usually stated, we refer to [ll] . In the present paper, we give boundary conditions depending only on the coefficients of the system -(P(t)u')' + Q(t)u =hR(t)u, such that the corresponding boundary value problem is equivalent to the weak formulation: find u E X (respectively u E Y) such that for all u E X (respectively u E Y> In particular, we prove that for the classical special functions X = Y, so that the only boundary condition is
I[(
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The relation X = Y means also that X is a "normal space of distributions". For the second problem, in [8, 9] , a uniform approach is given to prove the completeness of the set of eigenfunctions. But this technique depends on the explicit calculation of Green functions, which is often difficult or impossible. In [4, Vol. 5 (French), Vol. 3 (English)], the authors consider each problem separately. On the other hand, in [7] a very general criterion of completeness is given depending only on the coefficients of the equation. In the present paper we extend this criterion from equations to systems. Moreover, our approach is different. Friedrichs [7] uses the spectral theory of unbounded self-adjoint operators on L2. We use only the Hilbert spectral theorem for self-adjoint compact operators and appropriate Sobolev spaces. We give a simple interpretation of Friedrichs' ingenious change of variables by using classical invariance properties of the calculus of variation (see [2] ).
To be more precise, in Section 2, we give a definite setting and we show that the space X associated to the problem is a Hilbert space. In Section 3 we give conditions under which the space of %?' functions with compact support in I is dense in X. Those results are related to the ones in [4, Vol. 5 (French) , Vol. 3 (English)]. Then, in Section 4, we give the spectral results. For that we will apply the following result (see [21] or [4, Vol. 5 (French) , Vol. 3 (English)]). 
Finally, in Section 5 we apply the preceding results to the problem
where V is superquadratic at infinity and subquadratic at the origin. We generalize the results of [17, 19] . The Appendix is devoted to an example of numerical investigation of homoclinic orbits. We are indebted to A. Magnus for developing this example and wish to thank him for it very heartily.
At the end of this Introduction, let us fix some notations. We will use the following spaces. @(I) will denote the space of functions f : I --j RN which are k times continuously differentiable; L%':(l) will denote the space of functions f E S?"(I) with a compact support included in I; &%I) = Fom(Il; %?( I> will denote the set of continuous functions u of I into RN such that lim, ~ ,+( t ) exists.
On this space we will consider the norm II u II m = max 7 I u Each of these maps can be represented by a matrix M. For every M E $?:(I, _Y(RN>) such that, for all t E I, M(t) is symmetric and positive definite, we will note L&(I) = {u : I + RN measurable I /,(M(t)u * u) dt < 4, where (u . u) denotes the usual scalar product in RN. When there will be no confusion, we will denote that space by L&. When M(t) is the identity matrix Id, we will denote L $ = L2 = L2(I). On that space we have the norm II u II L2 = (jl I u(t) I 2 dt)"2.
will denote by EL the orthogonal complement of E and for Finally, when E is a set, we u : I + RN we will denote by suppu=(tEz~u(t)#0) the support of u.
Setting of the problem
In what follows, we consider a Sturm-Liouville problem associated to a system of differential equations of the form on Z and such that, for all t EZ, x E IL!", we have
Remark 2.1. In the case where R(t) is a positive definite matrix we can improve the condition (2.2) by assuming that there exists c > 0 such that
((Q(t)+cR(t))rx)>X(t)lx12.
To give the variational setting of the problem, we need the space Proof. It is clear that a( -, 0) is a scalar product on X. We must show that X is complete. For that purpose, let (u,) be a Cauchy sequence in X. Then uk converges to some u in the LL-norm and u; converges to some u in the L$-norm. But u; converges to U' in the sense of distribution. Hence u is the weak derivative of U. •I In the sequel we will also use the space Y which is the closure of %?:(]a, p[) with respect to the norm {a(-, *>}1/2 = II * II a.
the following we will some restrictions P and Q such that Y coincides with X. In Section 4 we will prove that, under some conditions on P, Q, R, the problem
has two sequences (empty, finite or infinite) of eigenvalues . . . <A_,< -** <h_,<O<h,<h,< ..* <A,< **-and of eigenfunctions which give an orthogonal decomposition of the space Y.
Density results
In this section we will give several conditions which ensure that $9: is dense in X. In this section we will assume that besides the hypothesis (Cl) ,we have the following hypothesis.
(C3) There exists (Y > 0 such that, for all t E I, x E R"',
where p and A? are given by hypothesis (Cl).
Observe that in that case the norm II u II a is equivalent to the norm induced by Proof. Let us show first that E"(1) nX is dense in X. We write X=9(1) @9(I) I. We will prove that g(lll is included in g2(1) nX. For each u ENI)~, we have a(u, ZI) = 0, for all u Es(Z), which means that
So we obtain that u E %?2(1> nX.
Let $ E $9'([WN, RN> be a function such that
Let u E $5?'(J) n X. For each k E No we can define U/x(t) = k+(u(t)/k). We observe easily that uk E g*(1) n X is bounded. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we have that uk converges to u in X. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that P, Q satisfy hypotheses (Cl), (C3) and (Dl) p(t) = O(t -cu), ift +cx, p(t) = o(p -t), ift +p. Then 59: i.~ dense in X.
Proof. We will consider the case where I =]O, m[. The other cases are treated similarly. For each bounded function of $9*(1> n X we will construct a sequence u, which converges weakly to u in X. Then we can conclude by application of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1.
Consider the functions 4, @ E V([O, ~4, [0, 11) defined by
Let u be a bounded function of %9*(I) nX. We define the function
and we consider the sequence u,J t) = 0,( t>u( t). We need to prove that, for all v E X,
Observe that we have
An easy application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem proves that the first two terms in the right-hand side of the equality tend to zero. We need only to consider the last term.
It is easy to see that supp 0;( c [1/(4k), 3/(4kll U [k + 1, 2k + 11 and that there exists a constant C such that, for all k E No,
Then we obtain, as u is a bounded function, By assumption (Dl) we have that there exist L > 0 and K > 0 such that, for all k 2 K, and / 2k+1p G /,,+l
Lt < L(3k2 + 2k).
k+l k+l If we introduce the above expression in (3.11, we obtain, for a constant E, This last term converges to zero by a new application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
We finish the proof by applying Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1. I7
With a small change in the proof we obtain the following result. 
Then 55': is dense in X. proof. The only modification of the proof is that (3.1) is changed into
The end of the proof is similar. 0
Remark 3.5. Observe that when I = R! and P(t) = Id, the space 2F~(lR> is dense in X. Now we will give several conditions which ensure that X is continuously embedded into g(1). If l/p ELM, then, for all t ~1, which ends the proof. 0
Proposition 3.7. Assume that P, Q satisfy hypothesis (Cl) and that (PZ)-~'~ EL"(I). Then Xis continuously embedded into g(j).
Proof. As in the previous case we have K > 0 such that, for all u E X, lu{;(y+S)}I <Kllull,.
Let u EX. As we already know that u E E7(1), it suffices to prove that lim, +aru2(t) exists and there exists L > 0 such that for all u EX, q Before stating our next result, we need to define the space V= {U EX:f\-I$t) = 0 = )~~U(")).
Observe that this space makes sense if P, Q satisfy the hypotheses of Propositions 3.6 or 3.7.
Moreover, in that case, by the continuous injection of X into %9(Z), we have that (V, a(*, *)) is a Hilbert space.
Theorem 3.8. Assume that P, Q satisfy the hypotheses (Cl), (C3) and, moreover,
Then $7: is dense in V.
Proof. Let $ E E"(RN, RN) be such that
Let u be a bounded function of SF?'(Z) n V and, for all k E No, define W) = ;+P"("N.
By construction, supp uk c {t E I: I u(t) ( > l/k}. As u E V, we have that uk E 'St. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, uk converges to u in the X-norm. We conclude by application of Lemma 3.1. q
We can deduce from Theorem 3.8 the following result. 
Then %Y2 is dense in X.
Proof. Let u EX. By the continuous injection from X into k??(j) we have that u(t) has a limit if t tends to (Y and if t tends to p. As Z G L'(I), the condition u E Li implies that these limits are zero. Then we have u E V, and we can conclude by application of Theorem 3.8. q Remark 3.10. We can consider P, Q with a behaviour of one of the types considered in Theorems 3.3, 3.4, 3.8, 3.9 at one end and of another type at the other end. The space SF: will then be dense in X or in a good subspace (if we want to apply Theorem 3.8).
Spectral results
In this section we will give conditions under which the problem
-(P(t)u'(t))'+Q(t)u=hR(t)u, KEY,
will have two sequences (empty, finite or infinite) of eigenvalues . . . <A_,,< ... <A_,<A_,<Q<A,<h,< 0.. <A,,< a*.
and two corresponding sequences of eigenfunctions (e-,1, (e,) such that, for all u E Y, a(u,u)= c ( a U, ei)2 + a(%, 2%) and
where T denotes the orthogonal projector on W 1 and Q = span(( e_,), ( ek)). We will use Theorem 1.1. We also will consider other related cases. Proof. We will restrict ourselves to the case where there exists y E]CX, p[ such that j,Yl/p(s) ds < w and /,?l/p(s> ds = +w, and we will take h(t) = l'&ds. 
where we have used the definitions of g and h and the fact that u E L?:(R [5, 21] ).
Remark 4.7. We will give an example which shows that condition (A) is optimal. We choose
I =]O, l[, p(t) = t", q(t) = r(t) = 1 and x= {u E L2(I): t"'2U' E L2(I)},
and we consider the problem The proof is standard and we refer the reader to [21] or [4, Vol. 5 (French), Vol. 3 (English)] for more details. Proof. We will first prove that problem (4.14) is equivalent to problem (4.151, (4.16). Let u be a solution of (4.14). As &S (I) which is true for all u E Y. So u is a solution of (4.14). Now we will show that the eigenfunctions (e,) form a total orthogonal sequence in Y and L:. We already know that (e,) is an orthonormal sequence in Y and by (4.14) we have D3) is satisfied, then the problem -(Pu')'+Qu=hRu, (4.18) u EX, (4.19) has a sequence of positive eigenvalues and a sequence of eigenfunctions which forms a total orthogonal sequence in X and in Li. 
uk)=b((Z-S)uX_,(Z-S)uk)+b(SUk,Suk)+2b((Z-S)uI(,Suk). (4.22)
By Theorem 4.5, we know that the first term in the right-hand side converges to zero and, by (4.21) and the strong convergence of Su, to 0, the second term tends to zero too. We can conclude that b((Z -S)u,, Su,) converges to 0 by an application of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 0 q Remark 4.14. In some cases, the problem (4.231, (4.24) is equivalent to the simpler problem (4.18), (4.19) . This situation appears if the function u0 = 1 is in X and can be approximated by functions with compact support. This situation cannot appear if besides the hypotheses of Corollary 4.13 we have hypothesis (El). In that case we cannot find a sequence u,, which converges to v0 in X because otherwise v, converges uniformly to uO, which is not the case. Now we will show that the classical examples are contained in our theory. We will use, without further mention, Remark 2.1. 
has a sequence of eigenfunctions which is total and orthogonal in X and in L2(1 -1, l[) . Indeed, it is easy to see that (Cl)-((231, (A) and (Dl) are satisfied. These eigenfunctions are the Legendre polynomials. Observe moreover that, by Corollary 4.13, these functions satisfy ,,'pl (1 -t2)u'(t) = 0.
Example 4.17 (The Laguerre functions). Let us define the space x= {U E L2(Rf): &4'(f) E L2(R+), \liu(t) E L2(lR+)}.
As the hypotheses (Cl)-(C3), (A) and (Dl) are satisfied, we have, by Corollary 4.10, that the problem
has a sequence of eigenfunctions which is total and orthogonal in X and in L2(R+). Moreover, by Corollary 4.13, these functions satisfy lim tu'(t) = 0.
Example 4.18 (The Chebysheu polynomials).
Let us define the space
As the hypotheses (Cl)-(C3), (A) problem 
Homoclinic orbits
In this section we will study the existence of nontrivial solutions of the nonlinear system
where P and Q satisfy hypotheses (Cl) and (C3), X is defined, as in the previous case, by
and T/ is superquadratic at infinity and subquadratic at the origin in the sense that T/ satisfies (Vl) I/E E"'(R X R", II@ and there is a constant p > 2 such that, for all x E FY\ (0} and
Remark 5.1. Assumptions (Vl), (V2) imply (1) vet, x> =o(lx12) as x + 0 uniformly in t E R; (2) there is a measurable function a,(t) such that a,(t) > 0, and for all I x I a 1 and all t, V(t, x)Nq(t)lxlP.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we can prove that if we have 1 (V3) lim
Itl+m Z(t) + 4p( t)h2( t) = coy
then the imbedding of X in L2(R) is compact. Besides the above hypotheses we will assume the following one.
(V4) There exists WE %GY, R> such that, for every x E KY, Iv@, x>I +Iv,(t, x>I &@)I.
To prove our result we will show that the functional
is of class GY" and has a nontrivial critical point. This critical point is a solution of (5.1), (5.2). It will be obtained by an application of the Mountain Pass Theorem. To this aim we need the following result. and then by 0.72) and (V4) we obtain IV,@7 %(t))l ~C*l%(t)l.
Now observe that
X into %?(R) we have a constant c1 > 0 such that a constant c2 > 0 such that, for all n E N and t E R,
I u,(t) I + I u(t) I) G 4 I u,(t) -u(t) I-2 I u(t) I).
We will use the following well-known result.
Let X be a metric space, (f,) a sequence in X and f E X be such that for any subsequence of (f,> there exists a sub-subsequence which converges to f. Then the initial sequence converges to f.
Consider a subsequence unk of u, and the corresponding subsequence of V,(t, uJ. By the compact imbedding of X into L*(R) there is a sub-subsequence such that m c II U?zkj -u llL2 < w* j=l
Then we have that unk(t) converges to u(t) for a.e. t E R and the function is in L*(R). Therefore we have that for a.e. t E R, Vu< t, unk (t 1) converges to VU< t, u(t)) and
Thus, using the Lebesgue's convergence theorem and the result cited above, the lemma proved. 0
Now, it is easy to deduce from this result that 4 E %Y'(X, R) and that any critical point of is a classical solution of (5.1), (5.2). We use the usual Mountain Pass Theorem (see, e.g., [16] ) to prove the existence of a nontrivial critical point of 4. We already know that 4 E %"'(X, R), #I(O) = 0 and 4 satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. Hence it suffices to prove that 4 satisfies the following conditions.
(1) There are constants (Y > 0 and R > 0 such that 41 t3B, > a.
(2) There is a q0 E X\B, such that +(qo) < 0.
To prove the hypothesis (11, observe that by (V2), for all E > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that I V( t, x) I G E I x I 2 whenever I x I G 6. By the continuity of the imbedding of X into g (Z) , Let U E X be such that I ii(t) I 2 1 on an open and nonempty interval I c R and let u > 1; then we have +u> G :a* II u II,2 -/V( I t, au) dt < ;a* II U 11: -&'jcxl(t) I ii(t) I@ dt.
I
Since p > 2, we can find a c > 1 such that II au II a > R > p and +u> < 0 =6(O).
All the hypotheses of the Mountain Pass Theorem are satisfied and we can conclude that the problem (5.11, (5.2) has a nontrivial solution.
•I
If V is even, we can prove the following result. Proof. It is similar to the one in [17] . q
Appendix. An example of numerical investigation of homoclinic orbits
We consider the following model problem
to be solved in the Hilbert space x= {CL: u EH1(R), tu EL2(R)}.
(A4 By Theorem 5.6 we know the existence of an infinity of nontrivial solutions (u,) in X.
We proceed to exhibit numerical approximations of some of these solutions. They are constructed by the Galerkin method [4, Vol. 8 (French), Vol. 5 (English)]. For each integer II 2 0, let X,, be the subspace of X generated by the y1 + 1 first eigenfunctions e,, . . . , e, described in Example 4.15:
Hi(t)

&/4&q '
i=O '***' n, tER. 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49 Moreover, one knows [20] that -e; + t*e, = (2i + l)ej.
Therefore, Au,,, = 2 (2i + 2)ciei -( 2 ciei)3, The computations were made in double precision on the CONVEX C240 of the Universite Catholique de Louvain.
